OHT
----------Office for a Human Theatre
-----------

Little Fun Palace
Public Programme | Alpeggio

W hen: 28-29 August 2021
W here: Terrazza delle Stelle, Viote del Monte Bondone, Alpi (TN)
Booking: required for all the events on Event Brite:
https://www.eventbrite.it/e/biglietti-little-fun-palace-in-alpeggio-163614281721

28 August 2021 - hours 19.30
Claudia Castellucci
VERSO LA SPECIE – Dance at the sunset by Mòra Company
The title contains a choreographic intention: towards the species! That is, to trace and reproduce the
emergence of essential and general images, barely defined in order to be distinguished. The
rhythmic research draws on the metrics of archaic Greek poetry, from which some feet have been
chosen. The animal side of the rhythm, on the other hand, is derived from the movement of horses.
Dance is a revelation of individual presence, which stands out from - and thanks to - choral
movement. Music is the propulsive origin of this dance, with a composition that has grown together
with the movement, step by step.
After the performance is possible to attend a sky observation during a naturalistic walk organised by
MUSE Science Museum. Specific booking by calling +39(0)461.270311

29 August 2021 - hours 11.00
Studio Folder
A M OVING BORDER - Alpine Cartographies of Climate Change
Drawing on the results of Italian Limes research, the book A Moving Border - Alpine Cartographies of
Climate Change reflects on how borders are both material and imagined and on the ways in which
global warming challenges Western conceptions of territory. It also provides a model for spatial
intervention in a world where ecological processes are set to dominate geopolitical issues.

29 August 2021 - hours 12.30
Matenco
GRAM SCI PICNIC - cuoco Mattia Venco
A picnic on placemats inspired by Antonio Gramsci and created by Chilean artist Alfredo Jaar.
Everyone is invited to bring their own picnic-set or eat a Franciscan but delicious menu prepared by
chef Mattia. The picnic will take shape and colour in an organic and spontaneous way, just as Gramsci
defined the intellectual, and will conclude the week of research of the Little Fun Palace Nomadic
School.

Little Fun Palace Nomadic School is a project by OHT [Office for a Human Theatre] supported by:
PAT Politiche Giovanili + City of Trento + Caritro Foundation + MUSE Science Museum + Centro Santa Chiara di Trento +
BIM + Banca Popolare Volksbank
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